TERMS AND CONDICIONS UGL Italiani Nel Mondo 2 trips to Italy –February 27, 2019

ITALIA GLOBALE LLC (hereinafter "UGL" and / or "the Organizer", indistinctly) with address in 440 Sawgrass
Corporate Parkway Suite 204 Sunrise Florida, CP 33325, organizes the present promotion (hereinafter "the
Promotion") which will be subject to the following bases and conditions (hereinafter "the Terms").

1. Participants: All individuals, of legal age, who have contracted the Global Tessera of the UGL Italiani Ne l
Mondo in any of its presentations, can participate in the Promotion, being active the same, that comply with
the conditions referred to in the Terms. Each Potential Winner of the Gift may be entitled to a single gift
exclusively. The Potential Winners of the Gift participating in the Promotion, by their sole participation, fully
accept each and every one of the clauses and conditions set forth in these Terms and Conditions and any
clarification and / or modification that the organizer could make in the future.
These Terms and Conditions may be consulted on the Internet at the website http://www.uglitalianinelmondo.com.
Only clients of the Global Tessera provided by the UGL Italiani Nel Mondo may participate in this promotion, in any
of its current presentations to the at the time of the draw and that they are NOT in arrears in the payment of their
fees, neither personal of the Organizer, nor of the companies associated to the Organizer, neither spouses,
ascendants, descendants, nor collateral relatives until the second degree of consanguinity or affinity of the
personnel indicated above.

2. Organizer: The Promotion has been developed and organized by the Organizer, who will be solely
responsible for the entire process related to what is described in the Bases.

3. Validity: From 00.00 hours of February 28, 2019 till 23.59 hours of December 31, 2019.

4. Mechanics of the Promotion: During the period of validity of the Promotion, the Potential Winners of the
Gift must keep the Tessera up to date, without registering debts or arrears in the monthly payment of any
kind or any kind of payment. This is the only way to participate in the Promotion. The Potential Winners of the
Gift will participate in the draw for the Gifts, according to what is established in point 5 of these Terms and
Conditions.

5. Rewards: The gifts that will be allocated, as stipulated in section 6, will be: 2 (two) plane tickets, to be
used by the owner of the Tessera and a companion, both of whom ar e of age, with valid passport at the time
of the draw. The tickets will be in economy class of the company area Alitalia or its associated with
destination to Rome or Milan (does not apply multiple cities or stop-overs). The adjudication of the tickets will
be at the discretion of the Organizer and will be communicated to the potential winner 60 days before the trip.
A gift will be delivered by awardee.

It will be delivered to the Successful Bidders up to a maximum of 15 consecutive days counted from the
publication on the UGL Italiani Nel Mondo website of the result of the draw, a Winner Boucher. Upon
expiration of that term without withdrawing the Rewards and having UGL arbitrated the necessary measures
for the delivery of the same, they will expire autom atically.

Prior to the delivery of the Gift and the Boucher, the Awardee must send his Passport and that of his
companion to connazionale@uglitalianinelmondo.com, to confirm his identity and the data declared in the
Tessera.

The Gift may not be transferred, negotiated, reimbursed, collected in cash, exchanged, or claimed by third
parties.

Causes to not enjoy the gifts, among others, that are discovered that the awardee has made some kind of
fraud or action that is contrary to morality and good manners. To avoid any fraudulent maneuver, the Gift will
be delivered only to those persons who have duly accredited their identity with the document informed in the
contracting of the Tessera.
The Gift does not include any other provision or service not listed in these Terms and Conditions.

Any tax or duty that must currently be paid or imposed in the future on the goods and services offered as Gifts
in the Promotion, will be in charge of the Awardees, and UGL can condition the delivery of the Gift to the
accreditation by the Awardees of the payment. of the referred concepts.

UGL will not be responsible for the expenses of transfer and stay or for any other that the Awardee must incur
to withdraw or take the Gift, nor to attend the place of exchange of the purcha se orders, nor to attend any
airport or return from the same, or any other expense that must be incurred to enjoy the Gift.

If, for reasons of fortuitous event or force majeure, the given Gifts cannot be delivered in a timely manner,
these will be delivered when such impediment causes disappear, and UGL is not responsible for late delivery.

The Awardee that could not be cited, within 15 calendar days of its assignment, for a matter not attributable to
UGL, will lose all rights to the Gift and waives any claim for such circumstance.

In the event that none of the Potential Awardees is able to access the Gifts in accordance with the provisions
of the Rules, the Organizer may declare the Promotion vacant.

6. Award mechanism of the Rewards:
To determine who has been the winner of the Gift, the winner will be the person whose Tessera has the same
numbering as the winning number of the Pick 5 lottery of the State Florida,

United States,

http://www.flalottery.com/pick5, in the raffle on the last day of the month, on the night play. If for any reason
the Raffle does not take place, the raffle will be taken on the next business day, on its nightly run. It is
recorded that the Organizer has no link with the Pick 5 Lottery.

The draw will be made in the following way: only the winning number of the lottery will be chosen, without
substitutes, in case the Gift becomes vacant, it will not be drawn again.
Once the numbers are chosen, it will be verified in the system who the participating numbers correspond to;
The system will provide the data of the participants that will be the Awardees of the Gifts detailed in point 5 of
these Rules.

7. Awardees: The Participants and the Awardees authorize UGL to use and / or disseminate their names,
number of documents and passport, personal images and / or voices, as a result of the adjudications and to
carry out the publicity through the means and ways that are most convenient without the right to
compensation and / or compensation.

8. Personal Data: The Participants and the Awardees authorize UGL to register and file, in its database, the
personal data provided (hereinafter "the Personal Data") and the information provided in each registration,
being the same one of exclusive internal use and will not be delivered. The Personal Data may be used by
UGL and other Group companies to inform about offers, deliveries of products and services, and, if
applicable, for other marketing purposes.At the request of the interested party, the Personal Data stored by
UGL, will be provided, corrected, rectified and deleted.

9. Liability: The Potential Winners to the Gift will be responsible for all the information communicated to UGL
at the time of contracting the Tessera. The data provided by the Potential Awardees to the Gift must be true
and current. The lack of data, the typing errors or the lack of veracity of the same will import the automatic
exclusion, without any recourse, of the Contest. The favored Awardees will be responsible for the cost that
they may have to take the Gift. UGL will not be liable for damages that may be suffered by the Awardee or
third parties with reason and / or occasion of participation in the Promotion and / or the use of the Gifts
declining all contractual and / or extracontractual liability towards the Awardees and / or companions and / or
their successors, which is accepted unconditionally by each Potential Winner of the Gift.

10. Participation: The participation in this Promotion is associated to the contracting by the Connazionale de
la Tessera Global in any of its current presentations.

11. Modification to the Bases: The Organizer may modify any of the points set forth in the Bidding Terms,
provided that the essence of the Gifts is not altered, due to unforeseen circumstances not attributable to it.
The very act of participating implies knowledge and full acceptance of the Bases and their clarifications or
modifications. The decisions of UGL on each and every one of the aspects of the Promotion including
decisions for any matter not foreseen in the Bases will be final and irretrievable. The Organizer reserves the
right to terminate or modify the Gifts in case of fraud, technical difficulties or any other factor outside of M1
that could compromise the integrity of the Promotion. The promotion is subject to all local, state and federal
laws or regulations of the country from which the connazionale wins.

12. Any situation, conflict or controversy derived from the interpretation of the Bases will be settled, by the
Organizer only and its decisions will be unappealable. For any legal matter that may arise from the realization
of the Promotion, the Potential Winners to the Gift, the Awardees and the Organizer will be submitted to the
Courts of the State of Florida, USA.

